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minor definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 26
2024
add to word list b2 having little importance influence or effect especially when compared with other
things of the same type minor operation last year he went into the hospital for a minor operation minor
problem it s only a minor problem we ll soon find a solution

minor definition meaning dictionary com Feb 25 2024
adjective lesser as in size extent or importance or being or noting the lesser of two a minor share
synonyms subordinate secondary inferior antonyms major not serious important etc a minor wound a
minor role having low rank status position etc a minor official

minor definition meaning merriam webster Jan 24 2024
the meaning of minor is inferior in importance size or degree comparatively unimportant how to use
minor in a sentence

minor definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 23
2023
1 adjective you use minor when you want to describe something that is less important serious or
significant than other things in a group or situation she is known in italy for a number of minor roles in
films western officials say the problem is minor and should be quickly overcome

minor adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Nov 22
2023
adjective opal w ˈmaɪnə r ˈmaɪnər usually before noun not very large important or serious the new plan
involves widening a minor road through the valley both the driver and the passenger suffered minor
injuries you may need to undergo minor surgery most of these youths are in prison for minor offences

piano minor scales overview with pictures Oct 21 2023
the three groups of minor scales are the natural minor see below the melodic minor the harmonic minor
the natural minor scale is often referred to simply as the minor scale this scale can be confusing because
it is in a way identical to the major scale

minor definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Sep 20
2023
noun c formal uk ˈmaɪnə r us someone who is too young to have the legal responsibilities of an adult
definition of minor from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press translations of
minor in chinese traditional 不重要的 較不重要的 次要的 see more in chinese simplified 不重要的 较不重要的 次要的 see more in
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spanish

minor definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Aug 19
2023
adjective of lesser importance or stature or rank a minor poet had a minor part in the play a minor official
many of these hardy adventurers were minor noblemen minor back roads synonyms insignificant peanut
of little importance or influence or power of minor status secondary

now playing the minor theatre Jul 18 2023
now playing the minor theatre now playingprivate rentalsgift cards info menu newsletter contact
navigationhomeprivate rentalsprivate rental vouchersfaqs contact1001 h streetarcata ca 95521707 822
film 3456 info minortheatre com menu

what is a college minor coursera Jun 17 2023
a college minor is an area of study you can choose when completing your bachelor s degree unlike a
college major you don t have to declare a minor but it can complement what you major in or give you
time to learn about an unrelated subject or passion

the minor scales music theory academy May 16 2023
the minor scale is the scale which sounds negative it is used by composers to depict sad melancholic or
even angry dramatic moods however there are in fact 3 minor scales which you will come across and can
use natural minor scale harmonic minor scale melodic minor scale

what a college minor is and why it matters u s news Apr 15
2023
what a minor is and why it may or may not matter a minor in college often complements a major and
allows students to explore another discipline by cole claybourn sept 11 2023 at 3 54

what is a minor child definition and responsibilities Mar 14
2023
what is a minor child a minor child also called a minor is someone under the age of majority which is
defined as the age that distinguishes between childhood and adulthood in the eyes of the law the age of
majority is 18 in 47 of the 50 states plus washington d c

minor in definition meaning merriam webster Feb 13 2023
definition example sentences entries near show more save word minor in phrasal verb minored in
minoring in minors in us to have a specified second subject of study in addition to a main subject in
college she majored in chemistry and minored in biology examples of minor in in a sentence
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what is a minor and should you have one tips for students Jan
12 2023
a minor is a type of concentration or specialization that may coincide with your major or be completely
different it s a secondary academic discipline to focus on while you re in school which may help you
broaden or specify your expertise

a minor wikipedia Dec 11 2022
a minor wikipedia contents hide top scale degree chords well known compositions in a minor external
links a minor is a minor scale based on a with the pitches a b c d e f and g its key signature has no flats
and no sharps its relative major is c major and its parallel major is a major the a natural minor scale is

minor english meaning cambridge dictionary Nov 10 2022
meaning of minor in english minor adjective uk ˈmaɪ nə r us ˈmaɪ nɚ minor adjective unimportant add to
word list b2 having little importance influence or effect especially when compared with other things of
the same type minor operation last year he went into hospital for a minor operation

what is a minor in college and should you have one Oct 09
2022
a college minor is a secondary academic discipline it may complement a student s major but it does not
have to undergrads must complete approximately 18 credit hours or approximately 6 courses to earn a
minor students are not required to declare a minor to earn a degree

minor in something meaning of minor in something in
longman Sep 08 2022
minor in something meaning definition what is minor in something to study a second main subject as part
o learn more

minor synonyms 165 similar and opposite words merriam Aug
07 2022
definition of minor 1 as in lesser having not so great importance or rank as another some minor official
with an exaggerated sense of his own importance synonyms similar words relevance lesser smaller lower
small junior subordinate secondary inferior little petty auxiliary associate subsidiary second class minute
mean
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